Tips--Favorite Assessment Questions
Workshop 3, v2
Tips from the Field
Sample Assessment Interview Questions


Sample Introductory Questions

	Briefly tell me a bit about yourself and your background—how you got to this point in your career and what is your role here.


	When you came here, what initially attracted you to this ___ (Workgroup/ Department/Division/Company)? What were your first impressions when you started here? How have those first impressions held up or changed? What keeps you here?


	What is it that you value about:
	The work you do?

Your ___ (Workgroup/Department/Division)?
The Company?

Sample Assessment Questions

	What are the strengths of this ___ (Workgroup/Department/Division)?


	What are the areas that the ___ (Workgroup/Department/Division) needs to attend to in order to be ___ (more effective/more successful/less stressful/a better work environment/etc.)?


	What barriers keep you from doing your best work here? What cause them to occur? What specific impact do they have?


	When you are doing your very best work here, what makes it possible for you to be so effective? What is it about you, the situation, leadership, the others who are involved that seem to make that level of work possible?


	When people choose not to talk about certain topics to individuals or groups that could take action, these topics often become what we call “Undiscussables.” They may get discussed frequently—during coffee, at lunch, after work—but not directly to the person or persons who could take action. What are the Undiscussables around here that you are aware of? Why do people hesitate to talk about these issues?



	What role does ___ (a specific topic your client has identified such as trust, teamwork, leadership, lack of collaboration with Dept X, etc.) play in your ability to be successful in your work? Why is that an important factor?


	
What three words or phrases would you use to describe each of the following topics (usually specific topics your client has identified to explore during an assessment):
	Communications					--Give examples

Decision-making					--Why are these 
Dealing with conflict and disagreement		   important?
Teamwork						--Describe the impact
Leadership
______’s leadership
Trust
Etc.

	In order to improve _______’s effectiveness, what could/should he/she:
	Do more of

Do less of
Continue to do
Start doing
Stop doing

	 _____________I’m here talking with you today because there is a perception that ___ (things are not going well/there is concern about ___/X has been identified as a problem/etc.). What is going on from your perspective? Why do think this is so? What might be done to address the situation?


	As change occurs here, what are the things that are part of the present organization that you value and would like to see preserved and protected?


	If you could develop or transform the ___ (Workgroup/ Department/Division/ Company) in any what you wished, what three things would you do to ___ (make things better/heighten its vitality and overall health/address the problems we’ve discussed/etc.)?


	If you had three blank memos signed by the CEO that, when filled in would become company policy, how would you use them?


	If I were here interviewing you a year or so from now and you were reporting your pleasure at the progress since our last talk, how have things changed? What is going on that makes you so pleased and hopeful? How did you all get from there to here?


Useful Follow-up Questions

	 Tell me more.


	Why is that important to you?


	Can  you give mean an example?


	What impact does what you just mentioned have?



